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Abstract: A bifunctional magnetic Fe3O4@SiO2@TiO2 or MS-TiO2 antimicrobial nanocomposite was
prepared based on simple sol-gel methods with common equipment and chemicals. Reaction pH
was found to influence the TiO2 upload in the nanocomposite. The alkaline condition produced
the greatest TiO2 upload, while the acidic condition the least. Annealing at 300 ◦C turned the as-
synthesized amorphous TiO2 into one with high content of anatase, the most photoactive form of
TiO2. Irradiated by 365 nm UV light, a sample of 30 mg/mL of annealed nanocomposite containing
12.6 wt.% Ti was shown to be able to completely eradicate 104 CFU/mL of the laboratory-grown
E. coli within 25 min, 25 min faster than the control when the 365 nm UV light was employed alone.
The nanocomposite demonstrated consistent antimicrobial performance over repeated uses and was
easily recoverable magnetically due to its high magnetization value (33 emu/g). Additionally, it was
shown to reduce the bacterial count in a real surface water sample containing 500–5000 CFU/mL of
different microbes by 62 ± 3% within 30 min. The irradiating 365 nm UV light alone was found to
have generated little biocidal effect on this surface water sample. The nanocomposite is promising
to serve as an effective, safe, and eco-friendly antimicrobial agent, especially for surface water
disinfection.

Keywords: anatase; photocatalytic inactivation; nanocomposite; magnetic; water disinfection; surface
water; photocatalyst; pH effect; sol-gel

1. Introduction

Water from natural sources often contains bacteria, viruses, and fungi that can render
this water unable to meet standards for consumption or use. The maritime industry has a
demand for disinfected water to meet both ballast, potable, and drinking water regulations.
For safe and efficient modern shipping operations, ballast water is essential, which is
the seawater carried in ship tanks to improve stability and balance. It is taken in at one
location when cargo is unloaded and discharged at another when cargo is loaded. This is
one of the major ways that invasive microorganisms can be transported into new marine
environments, posing serious ecological, economic, and health issues [1–3]. The ballast
water regulation set by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) to prevent the
spread of disease and invasive species is outlined in Annex D, which states a limit of
Escherichia coli (E. coli) less than 250 CFU per 100 mL (CFU = colony forming units). The
ballast water standard from the United States Coast Guard in 33 CFR 151.1510 requires that
ballast water discharged must be treated beforehand unless the ship is at least 200 nautical
miles from shore. Additionally, the United States Coast Guard Code of Federal Regulations
(CFRs) has a purity standard of at least 99.9 percent (3-log) inactivation of Giardia lamblia
cysts and 99.99 percent (4-log) inactivation of viruses for drinking water. Current water
disinfection methods include chlorination, filtration, and ultraviolet (UV) radiation [4–7].
However, chlorination has been shown to produce carcinogenic disinfection byproducts
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(DBPs) [8,9], and filtration and UV radiation is costly and can be quite time-consuming [10].
Recently, advances in nanomaterials have triggered large interest in specifically designed
components and structures for water treatment with high efficiency and low cost, especially
aiming at their applications in marine environments [11–21].

Photocatalytic inactivation is considered a promising alternative for the removal of
pathogens from water, as it can be potentially used without generating harmful byproducts
under solar irradiation and ambient conditions. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles
are regarded as one of the most suitable materials because of their high catalytic activity,
excellent chemical and thermal stability, and low toxicity and cost [22,23]. The semiconduc-
tor of TiO2 is found in three crystalline forms, namely, anatase, rutile, and brookite, with
band gap values of 3.20 eV (387 nm), 3.02 eV (411 nm), and 2.96 eV (419 nm), respectively.
Thus, the light of wavelength less than 387 nm will have energy larger than 3.20 eV to
overcome these band gaps, especially that of anatase, to excite e- from the valence band
to the conduction band, producing an electron–hole (e−–h+) pair on the TiO2 surface [24].
If the semiconductor is suspended in water, redox reactions can take place. The electrons
and holes will react with the dissolved oxygen and water molecules nearby to form ROS
(reactive oxygen species), including hydroxyl radicals (•OH) and superoxide anion radicals
(O2
−), which are strong oxidants for the disinfection of bacteria [25]. Of all three forms,

anatase is found to be the most photoactive and presents the highest antimicrobial effect of
TiO2 [26].

Although TiO2 is regenerative and theoretically reusable since it accepts or loses
electrons from or to the species in its aqueous environments, its large-scale application as an
effective photocatalyst is hindered due to the difficulty of recycling the TiO2 powders in an
aqueous treatment. The nanoparticles may be difficult to recover and are readily lost during
the dispersion and recovery cycles. To enhance separation and recovery, an attractive
strategy is to impart the magnetic properties to the photocatalytic system by coating
TiO2 onto magnetic nanoparticles, such as magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles. Magnetite
nanoparticles are often chosen for their unique magnetic properties (supermagnetic with
high saturation magnetization value) and easy preparation [27]. Akvarez et al. prepared
Fe3O4/TiO2 and Fe3O4/SiO2/TiO2 (referred to as MS-TiO2) nanoparticles and reported that
incorporating a silica layer between the Fe3O4 core and photocatalyst shell not only reduced
the negative effect of magnetite on the photocatalysis process of TiO2 but also protected the
magnetic core against oxidation, retaining magnetic properties of the nanocomposite and
enriching its removal efficiency [28]. Recently, a few publications described the construction
of recyclable photocatalytic nanocomposites of Fe3O4/SiO2/TiO2 with core–shell structure
using sol-gel methods [29–34]. These studies focused on the nanocomposite’s ability to
photodegrade various organic pollutants. Surprisingly, little data were made available
addressing the antimicrobial properties of Fe3O4/SiO2/TiO2 due to its TiO2 photocatalytic
component in either laboratory-controlled conditions or real-world environments such
as surface waters [35]. Additionally, none of the reports investigated the possible effect
of pH on the upload of TiO2 onto the nanocomposite. Sol-gel methods are preferred for
synthesizing magnetized TiO2 due to their simplicity in terms of equipment and slow
reaction processes, which lead to excellent homogeneity of products and low temperature
used, which is cost-effective [34]. The chemistry of the sol-gel process is mainly based
on hydrolysis (Equation (1)) and polycondensation (Equations (2) and (3)) of titanium
alkoxides, leading to the formation of the extended TiO2 network:

Ti−OR + H2O → Ti−OH + ROH (1)

Ti−OH + RO− Ti → Ti−O− Ti + ROH (2)

Ti−OH + HO− Ti → Ti → Ti−O− Ti + H2O (3)

The pH values may profoundly affect not only the relative rates of hydrolysis and
polycondensation but also the interaction between the silica shell and the titanium clus-
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ters [36], and thus the upload of TiO2 in the final products that directly impacts the products’
antimicrobial efficacy.

In the present study, we utilized our recently reported eco-friendly procedure [27]
and coated the chemically prepared magnetite nanoparticles with an ultrathin silica layer
(referred to as Fe3O4@SiO2 or MS). We then prepared Fe3O4@SiO2@TiO2 or MS-TiO2
nanocomposites via a sol-gel method using titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) precursor
as the titanium source under acidic, neutral, and alkaline conditions. To our knowledge,
we were the first to show how pH may affect the amount of TiO2 incorporated into the
final product, which would directly impact the product’s antimicrobial performance. The
synthesized core-multishell nanocomposite was evaluated for its antimicrobial capabilities
against an indicator organism, Escherichia coli (E. coli), in water based on the photo-activities
of the TiO2 component under 365 nm UV radiation. Its reusability and easy post-operational
recovery by applying an external magnetic field were also demonstrated. Since ballast
water is typically a surface level water, this study, in particular, exemplified the feasibility
and applicability of the magnetic nanocomposite for disinfecting a Long Island Sound
(LIS) surface water sample, collected at noon on a clear August day and containing a wide
range of bacteria, by reducing the bacterial counts of the treated water. These surface water
bacteria, unlike the laboratory-grown E. coli, demonstrated little susceptibility to 365 nm
UV radiation. Using superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs) in combination
with the photocatalyst TiO2, the water disinfection methods currently employed in the
maritime industry may be greatly improved to save time, money, resources, and energy.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals

Concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl, 36.5–38.0%), iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate
(FeCl2·4H2O), iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O), concentrated ammonia (NH3,
26–30%), ethanol (90−95% ethanol, denatured), and isopropyl alcohol were purchased
from VWR International (Radnor, PA, USA). Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), titanium
isopropoxide (TIPP), and neodymium magnets from Applied Magnets (Plano, TX, USA).
Escherichia coli (E. coli) K-12 strain, Lysogeny Broth (LB), and LB nutrient agar were ob-
tained from a Microbes and Health Kit purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA, USA). All
chemicals were used as received without any further purification, and all syntheses were
carried out under ambient conditions.

2.2. Synthesis of Fe3O4@SiO2 (MS)

The synthesis of MS core–shell structure was described previously [27]. Briefly, 40 mL
of 1.0 M FeCl3 was mixed with 10 mL of 2.0 M FeCl2. Under shaking, Fe3O4 nanoparticles
formed immediately as 350 mL of 1.4 M NH3 was added dropwise to the mixture. After
washing with deionized water and drying, 0.10 g of Fe3O4 nanoparticles was added to
100 mL of deionized water, followed by the addition of 5 mL of concentrated NH3. A total
of 2 mL of TEOS were then added to the mixture. The reaction was allowed to continue for
24 h in a shaker shaking at 250 rpm at room temperature, producing a less than 5 nm thin
silica coating on Fe3O4 nanoparticles, which were washed with deionized water, collected
using a magnet, and dried at 60 ◦C.

2.3. Synthesis of Fe3O4@SiO2@TiO2

TiO2 nanoparticles were incorporated into MS nanocomposite via a sol-gel reaction of
TIPP and water. First, Solution A was prepared by dissolving 1.05 mL of TIPP in 10.6 mL
of isopropyl alcohol, and Solution B by dissolving 0.17 mL of H2O in 11.5 mL of isopropyl
alcohol. The effect of pH on the amount of TiO2 attached to MS was investigated by
adjusting the pH of Solution B to 3, 7, and 10 by adding HNO3 or NH3 dropwise. Solutions
A and B were then combined in the presence of varying amounts of MS nanocomposite
ranging from 12.5 to 70 mg, and the mixture was stirred at room temperature in a shaker
shaking at 250 rpm for 48 h. Finally, the samples, referred to as MS-TiO2-3 (from pH of
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3 media), MS-TiO2-7 (from pH of 7 media), and MS-TiO2-10 (from pH of 10 media), were
rinsed with water, collected magnetically, and dried at 60 ◦C. The corresponding TiO2
component control samples were separately prepared by varying the pH and repeating
the procedures without the presence of MS nanocomposite. The samples were annealed
at 300 ◦C for 5–7 days to encourage a high degree of transformation of TiO2 from the as-
synthesized mostly amorphous phase to anatase while avoiding a potential phase transition
of magnetite to hematite at elevated temperatures above 400 ◦C [31,37,38].

2.4. Material Characterization

The as-prepared samples were investigated via Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR; Bruker Alpha II Platinum spectrometer, Harvard, MA, USA) using the
attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory equipped with a single reflection diamond crys-
tal. Spectra were collected at a resolution of 4 cm−1 with 24 scans from 400 to 4000 cm−1.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded with a Rigaku MiniFlex, using Cu K alpha
radiation (wavelength 1.5406 Å) at 40 kV, 15 mA, and in the 2-theta range of 10–90◦ For
the annealed MS-TiO2 sample, the XRD measurement was completed on Rigaku SmartLab
universal diffractometer using copper X-ray tube (MSE Supplies LLC, Tucson, AZ, USA).
The data were collected using 1D mode detection mode with XRF reduction to decrease
fluorescence signal from iron (BNL, Upton, NY, USA). Particle sizes and morphology were
characterized by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), with the
images obtained through a JEOL 2100F TEM at 200 kV, after adding 1–2 drops of diluted
dispersions of the particles onto 200 mesh carbon-coated copper grids (BNL, Upton, NY,
USA). The chemical compositions of the samples were analyzed by energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS, 20 keV) which was coupled with the TEM (BNL, Upton, NY, USA). The
elemental maps of the samples were also obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM;
Coxem CX-Plus 200, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, Korea)-EDS using the Aztec Live model by
Oxford (Concord, MA, USA). The samples for SEM were prepared by adding 1–2 drops of
dilute dispersions of the particles on pieces of carbon tape attached to aluminum stabs and
allowing the particles to dry. The images taken for EDS were at a 15 cm working distance
using 15 keV. A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM; GE & R, San Diego, CA, USA) was
used with an applied field between −10 and +10 MG at room temperature to study the
magnetic properties of the nanocomposites.

2.5. Antimicrobial Experiments

The antimicrobial properties of magnetic MS-TiO2 nanocomposites were investigated
against a model microorganism, E. coli bacteria, and the microbes in a sample of Long
Island Sound (LIS) surface water. Cells of an E. coli K-12 strain were inoculated into liquid
culture of LB broth and incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h. The resulting cell suspension served
as the E. coli stock, and was further diluted to give concentrations of 104 CFU/mL. The
antimicrobial activity was evaluated based on viable microbial colonies on nutrient agar
plates. The microbes were allowed to grow in an incubator at 37 ◦C for 24 h.

2.5.1. Shaking Tests

The magnetic nanocomposite, with an amount ranging from 1 mg to 30 mg, was
added to 1.0 mL of E. coli suspensions having concentrations of 104 CFU/mL. Under
exposure to 365 nm wavelength UV light (realUVTM LED Flood Light, Vancouver, WA,
USA), the suspension was continuously agitated at room temperature for a selected length
of time. The supernatant was sampled at chosen time intervals after magnetic separation,
and 6 µL of it was inoculated onto a nutrient agar plate to check microbial reduction over
time. A control sample containing E. coli suspension was treated with solely UV light for
comparison purposes.
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2.5.2. Reusability Tests

A quantity of 5 mg of MS-TiO2-10 was used to treat 1 mL of E. coli suspension having
a concentration of 104 CFU/mL. Under the exposure of 365 nm wavelength UV light,
the reusability was tested by repeating a 21 min shaking test at room temperature three
times. Sampling was performed at 3 min interval after magnetic separation, and 6 µL of
supernatant was taken and placed on a nutrient agar plate.

2.5.3. Disinfection of Long Island Sound (LIS) Surface Water

The feasibility of employing the MS-TiO2 nanocomposites for disinfecting Long Island
Sound (LIS) surface water was studied by the shaking test. The LIS surface water was at
the Haque Basin inside the Little Neck Bay on a clear and sunny summer day, 24 August
2020 at 11:00 a.m. Under exposure to the 365 nm wavelength UV light, the shaking test
was completed by treating 1 mL of LIS surface water with 5 mg of MS-TiO2-10 for a
total of 30 min. The cultivable bacteria in the water after 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min
treatments were observed by placing 12 µL of each treated water sample on a nutrient agar
plate. A control LIS surface water sample was treated with solely UV light for comparison
purposes.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization

To obtain the bifunctional magnetic MS-TiO2 antimicrobial nanocomposite, a three-
step synthetic procedure was employed: (1) the Fe3O4 nanoparticles were first obtained by
mixing stoichiometric amounts of FeCl3 and FeCl2 aqueous solutions followed by dropwise
addition of an ammonia solution over 5–8 min [27]. (2) The MS was prepared using a
previously reported eco-friendly procedure [27]. The as-prepared Fe3O4 nanoparticles were
coated with an ultrafine silica layer using only water as the solvent, tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS) as the silica source, and ammonia as the catalyst. The procedure required no use of
alcohol, stabilizers, or elevated temperature, providing substantial advantages in terms
of simplicity, safety, material cost, and environmental impact relative to the conventional
Stober methods. This SiO2 coating not only gave rise to the product’s resistance to oxida-
tion, as demonstrated in our earlier work [27], but also a surface that was rich in silanol
(Si-OH) groups to bind with TiO2. It also negated the negative effect of iron oxide on the
photocatalytic capability of TiO2 [28]. (3) Finally, the TiO2 particles were incorporated
onto the MS core–shell surface via a sol-gel process based on hydrolysis and condensation
of titanium isopropoxide (TIPP). The reaction was carried out at a pH of 3, 7, and 10 to
investigate how pH would influence the TiO2 upload. The TiO2 in the as-prepared samples
tended to be mostly amorphous. Annealing was necessary to encourage the formation of
the anatase phase, which serves as the photoactive antimicrobial agent. To avoid possi-
ble phase changes for magnetite core at temperatures upwards of 400 ◦C, annealing was
completed at 300 ◦C for 1 week [31,37,38].

To investigate the effect of annealing on the TiO2 anatase phase formation, the MS-
TiO2-10 nanocomposite prepared using 50 mg of MS nanoparticles and the corresponding
TiO2-10 control sample, both as-prepared and annealed (at 300 ◦C), were characterized by
XRD. As shown in Figure 1a, the as-prepared TiO2 was mostly amorphous with a weak
diffraction pattern due to the presence of a small degree of anatase crystalline phase, as
expected. After annealing the sample at 300 ◦C for 7 days, a drastic increase in the intensity
of the anatase peaks was observed, indicating that annealing induced a high degree of
anatase crystalline phase (see Figure 1b). The anatase phase produced a series of diffraction
peaks at the position peaks of 25.5◦ (101), 38.0◦ (004), 48.2◦ (200), 53.8◦ (105), 55.2◦ (211),
62.6◦ (204), 68.5◦ (116), 70.1◦ (220), 74.8◦ (215), and 82.5◦ (224) [39]. No peaks characteristic
of the rutile phase were observed, which, if present, would be of a very small amount [40].
The average crystal size, assuming spherical shape, was determined to be about 10.5 nm
from the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the (101) peak of the XRD pattern using
Scherrer’s formula, D = kλ

γcosθ , where D is the crystal size in nm, λ is the wavelength of
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the radiation (0.15406 nm for Cu Kα radiation), k is a constant equal to 0.89, γ is the peak
width at a half-maximum intensity and θ is the peak position [30]. The XRD pattern of
MS-TiO2-10 samples is shown in Figure 2. All peaks in Figure 2a were indexed as peaks of
Fe3O4, which occured at 18.4◦ (111), 30.2◦ (220), 25.6◦ (311), 43.3◦ (400), 57.2◦ (511), and
62.9◦ (440) [41]. No specific peaks of SiO2 were detected due to the amorphous nature
of the coating. Broad but observable peaks due to anatase at 25.5◦ (101), 48.2◦ (200), and
74.8◦ (215) were detected, as a result of an increased amount of anatase phase, induced
by annealing, as evident in the XRD graphs of the TiO2-10 samples as shown in Figure 2b
and HRTEM images in Figure 3a,b. The broad peaks suggest that these anatase crystallites
formed on the magnetic MS cores were very small. Annealing at 300 ◦C did not transform
magnetite to hematite (α-Fe2O3) since no peaks due to the latter appeared in the XRD
pattern [42].
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annealed at 300 ◦C. Blue circles show examples of some small anatase crystallites. The EDS elemental
mapping of the MS-TiO2-10 nanocomposite samples: (c) as-prepared, and (d) annealed at 300 ◦C.

The structural morphology and elemental maps of MS-TiO2 nanocomposites were
observed through high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), respectively. The MS-TiO2-10 as-prepared and an-
nealed samples were imaged using an e-beam of 200 keV. The high-resolution images,
shown in Figure 3a,b, revealed the aggregations of many small magnetic particles into large
ones approximately 100–300 nm in size. The high magnification TEM images showed that
the as-prepared sample (Figure 3a) was mostly amorphous that lacked lattice fringes in
their images, while the annealed sample (Figure 3b) was highly crystalline, whose images
contained large portions of lattice fringes. The HRTEM image in Figure 3b reveals that
most of the crystallites were anatase and very small, about 2–5 nm in size. The fringe
spacing parallel was estimated to be 0.35 nm, consistent with the d value of (101) lattice
spacing of anatase phase [43]. The image also provides evidence for the presence of a
very small amount of rutile phase. The interplanar space of 0.32 nm was observed, which
corresponded to the (110) plane of the rutile phase [43]. These results agreed well with
those of the XRD and showed that annealing of MS-TiO2 at 300 ◦C transformed amorphous
TiO2 coated on the magnetic MS cores to a high degree of anatase crystallites, which were
mostly of very small sizes. The EDS elemental mapping analysis of MS-TiO2-10 samples in
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Figure 3c,d clearly proves the presence of the element titanium, in addition to elements Fe,
O, and Si. It also showed that where titanium was found, all other elements were present,
confirming that titanium was truly attached to the surface of the MS magnetic core–shell
structure. It can also be seen that titanium, although spatially distributed throughout the
sample, differed in intensity in different areas, suggesting that variations in composition
from particle to particle are expected. The EDS elemental data for MS-TiO2 synthesized un-
der different pH using 50 mg of MS are provided in Table 1. The results showed that the pH
that produced the greatest relative growth of TiO2 onto the silica-coated magnetite particles
was a pH of 10, which gave a Ti element content of 12.6 wt.%. This value, over double either
of the other two nanocomposites (one at 5.6 wt.% with a neutral condition and another
2.5 wt.% using a pH 3 reaction medium), would potentially produce the greatest amount
of anatase phase through proper annealing conditions, and thus the greatest antimicrobial
potency. The presence of an acid or base catalyst in the sol-gel solution was reported to
influence the hydrolysis and condensation rates of titanium alkoxide [36]. At low pH of 3,
the hydrolysis reaction was catalyzed by the presence of protons through protonation of
the alkoxy group. However, at the same time, protonation of the Ti–OH groups inhibited
the nucleophilic attack on Ti in other clusters, retarding the condensation reaction. The
slow condensation rate impeded the formation of the TiO2 network, thus its incorporation
into the MS nanocomposite. On the other hand, in alkaline conditions, besides the shift of
the primary nucleophile from water to hydroxide, strong nucleophiles were produced via
deprotonation of the Ti–OH groups, resulting in an increased condensation rate. The rapid
reaction led to the TiO2 network formation. The silica surface of the nanocomposite, when
subject to an alkaline condition, also deprotonated into negatively charged Si-O− sites
that facilitated the attachment of Ti clusters and their subsequent network formation. The
amount of element titanium incorporated into the magnetic nanocomposite under a pH of
10 was found to generally increase from 10 ± 4 to 15 ± 4 wt.% as the MS amount employed
decreased from 70 mg to 12.5 mg, based on the EDS measurements. If not specified, the
results reported here are based on the samples prepared using 50 mg of MS.

Table 1. Element weight percent (wt.%) by EDS for MS-TiO2 prepared under different pHs.

Element MS-TO2-3 MS-TO2-7 MS-TO2-10

Fe 50.2 31.5 42.0
O 42.1 58.3 40.7
Si 5.3 4.6 4.8
Ti 2.5 5.6 12.6

The FTIR-ATR spectra of the as-prepared magnetic nanocomposite samples, MS-TiO2-3,
MS-TiO2-7, and MS-TiO2-10, were similar, and the spectrum of MS-TiO2-10 is shown in
Figure 4a. The absorption peak at around 540 cm−1 was assigned to the Fe–O vibration,
a characteristic peak of Fe3O4 that is observed for all magnetic nanocomposite samples.
A broad band at around 1060 cm−1 with a visible high-frequency shoulder at around
1160 cm−1, appeared in all spectra [27]. These bands, assigned to the asymmetric Si-O-Si
linkage, provided spectroscopic evidence of the presence of SiO2 in these samples, espe-
cially the formation of a core–shell structure in the MS sample. The additional absorption
peaks at around 900 cm−1 were assigned to the stretching vibrations of Si−OH [27]. In-
corporating TiO2 into the MS nanocomposite did not result in noticeable new absorption
peaks in the IR spectra. This was attributed to (1) relatively small added TiO2 amounts
as shown by EDS data; (2) generally weak IR absorption of TiO2, as shown in Figure 2b
by the commercial TiO2 IR spectrum; and (3) the overlap of the Ti–O–Ti peaks with those
of Fe–O in the 600–800 cm−1 region, as shown in Figure 2a,b. To understand the effect of
pH during the synthesis on the structures and upload of TiO2, the TiO2 control samples
without the presence of MS were prepared, and their FTIR spectra, along with those of
the TIPP precursor and the commercial TiO2 (anatase) sample, were shown in Figure 4b.
The characteristic Ti–O–Ti peaks can be seen to occur at around 600–800 cm−1 [44]. Peaks
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around 3000 cm−1 and ranging from 1390 to 1490 cm−1 relate to -CH2- or -CH3 [36,44,45].
It can be seen that the as-prepared TiO2 under different pH conditions and after reacting
for 32 h resembled the mixture of spectra of the titanium isopropoxide precursor and the
commercial TiO2. Compared to the spectrum of TIPP, a new peak at 1620 cm−1 appeared.
This peak, relating to Ti–OH [36] and resulting from the hydrolysis, was the greatest for
TiO2 prepared under the acidic condition. As pH increased, peaks due to -CH2- or -CH3
and Ti–OH all decreased relative to that attributed to the Ti–O–Ti mode, although the
spectral differences for the products prepared under neutral and basic conditions were
small. This suggests that TiO2 obtained at pH 10 contained the least amount of residual
carbon and hydroxyl groups, originating from the unreacted alkyl groups and incomplete
condensation, respectively. Since the degree of completion of the TiO2 reaction increased
as pH increased, the amount of TiO2 bonded to the MNPs would be expected to increase
with increasing pH. This was consistent with the results from the EDS measurements.
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Figure 4. The FTIR spectra of (a) as-synthesized MS–TiO2 and (b) the TiO2 control samples prepared
under varied pH conditions without the presence of MS, along with the TIPP precursor and the
commercial TiO2 (anatase) sample.

Magnetic behaviors of the related nanocomposites are shown in Figure 5. The mea-
surements were conducted at room temperature using a VSM in an external magnetic field
ranging from −10 to +10 MG. The magnetization versus applied field curves showed no
hysteresis and was completely reversible for all samples. Neither coercivity nor remanence
was observed, indicating the superparamagnetic nature of these magnetic nanocompos-
ites. The saturation magnetization value, Ms, extracted from the corresponding hysteresis
loop at ±10 MG for the MS nanocomposite, was 59 emu/g. The Ms value decreased to
31 emu/g for the as-prepared or un-annealed MS-TiO2-10 sample. This decrease in Ms
was attributed to the increased weight contribution of the nonmagnetic TiO2 and inner
silica shell surrounding the magnetic magnetite cores. Annealing the MS-TiO2-10 sample
at 300 ◦C for 1 week produced a Ms value of 33 emu/g, similar to that of the un-annealed
counterpart. The fact that annealing did not reduce the Ms value of the nanocomposite
provided strong evidence that the thin silica coating successfully prevented the Fe3O4
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core from being oxidized to maghemite, hematite, and/or goethite forms, which would be
much less magnetic. For instance, annealing magnetite at 300 ◦C for 1 h was reported to
have reduced the Ms by 35% due to the formation of maghemite [46]. The lowered Ms for
MS-TiO2-10 compared to MS-TiO2, however, did not affect the instantaneous separation of
the nanocomposite from treated water using a magnet, as demonstrated in Figure 5. Upon
shaking, the nanocomposite particles quickly dispersed in water, and then instantaneously
attracted to a magnet when a magnet was placed nearby, indicating they could be readily
separated from the aqueous solution by the magnet. This cycle was repeated countless
times without observable changes in their behaviors. The superparamagnetic behavior and
high Ms value are very desirable for these particles’ easy recovery and repeated use as an
effective green strategy for water treatment applications.
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Figure 5. Magnetization curves for (a) MS, (b) as-prepared MS-TiO2-10, and (c) annealed MS-TiO2-10
nanocomposites, measured using a VSM at room temperature. The insert shows the instantaneous
separation and movement of the annealed MS-TiO2-10 sample under the influence of a magnet.

3.2. Antimicrobial Experiments
3.2.1. Shaking Tests

To test the antimicrobial properties of the magnetic nanocomposite, 30 mg of each of
the six samples, MS-TiO2-3, MS-TiO2-7, and MS-TiO2-10, as-prepared and annealed, was
placed in 1 mL of an E. coli suspension of 104 CFU/mL. The samples contained 2.5, 5.6,
and 12.6 wt.% Ti for MS-TiO2-3, MS-TiO2-7, and MS-TiO2-10, respectively. Each sample,
being continuously agitated in the suspension, was tested over a 70 min period under
exposure to a 365 nm wavelength ultraviolet light. A 6 µL sample was taken at 10 min
increments each. This process was repeated every 10 minutes. Throughout the experiment,
a control plate was created where E. coli suspension was treated solely with UV light for
comparison purposes. The agar plates containing sampled suspensions were incubated
for 24 h at 37 ◦C. The results, in terms of minimum inhibitory time, MIT98, and % bacteria
reduction after 70 min treatment, are summarized in Table 2, along with some typical plate
outcomes, as shown in Figure 6. The MIT98 was defined as the minimum time observed for
98% bacterial count reduction after 24 h incubation at 37 ◦C.
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Table 2. The antimicrobial activities of the as-prepared and annealed MS-TiO2 nanocomposites under
365 nm UV light for treating a 104 CFU/mL E. coli suspension.

As-Prepared Annealed at 300 ◦C

MIT98, min % Reduction at 70 min MIT98, min % Reduction at 70 min

Control (blank) 50 ± 5 >98 50 ± 5 >98

MS-TiO2-3 (2.5% Ti) >70 80 ± 5 25 ± 5 >98

MS-TiO2-7 (5.6% Ti) >70 75 ± 5 65 ± 5 >98

MS-TiO2-10 (12.6% Ti) >70 86 ± 5 25 ± 5 >98
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Figure 6. Sample plate results illustrating the antimicrobial activities under 365 nm UV light
(a) without the presence of nanocomposite, and with the presence of the 30 mg/mL of (b) as-prepared
MS-TiO2-3, (c) as-prepared MS-TiO2-7, (d) as-prepared MS-TiO2-10, (e) annealed MS-TiO2-3, (f) an-
nealed MS-TiO2-7, (g) annealed MS-TiO2-10 nanocomposite against E. coli in a suspension containing
104 CFU/mL. Note: 1 = untreated, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 = after 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 min treat-
ments, respectively. The samples contained 2.5, 5.6, and 12.6 wt.% Ti for MS-TiO2-3, MS-TiO2-7, and
MS-TiO2-10, respectively.

The control plates in Figure 6a show that the UV treatment of E. coli in the 104 CFU/mL
suspension with 365 nm wavelength, without the presence of the nanocomposite, had a
MIT98 of 50 min. Although there was a clear bacterial reduction in each plate in Figure 6b
with the addition of the as-prepared MS-TiO2 composite samples, regardless of the synthetic
pH conditions, the reduction rate was hindered comparing to that of the control plates
since bacterial growth up to and through the 70 min treatment was observed with a MIT98
of more than 70 min. The retardation in reduction rate is attributed to (1) the shielding
effect of the black nanocomposite particles and (2) the inadequate anatase crystalline phase
present in the nanocomposite. For UV light treatment, the bacteria need to be directly
exposed to the light wave. The presence of the added nanoparticles blocked this light
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energy from reaching, and therefore damaging or inactivating, the bacteria cells, allowing
bacteria to persist longer than those in the control samples under the same treatment
conditions. A similar shielding effect was also observed by Alvarez et al. [28], who studied
the photodegradation of acetaminophen (Ac) in an aqueous solution under UV illumination.
The authors found that Ac was partially photolyzed under UV illumination alone, but the
photodegradation was slowed in the presence of magnetite nanoparticles. The reduction in
photodegradation rate was attributed to the shielding of Ac from the direct light by the
suspended nanoparticles, which did not possess catalytic activity towards Ac degradation.
As shown in the X-ray diffraction and HRTEM results, the as-prepared nanocomposites
were largely amorphous with a very low degree of anatase amount, which was unable to
generate enough antimicrobial effect to compensate for the lost UV-induced inactivation
effect due to shielding. The estimated percent reductions in the bacterial count were 80%,
75%, and 86% after 70 min treatment of the 104 CFU/mL E. coli suspensions with the
as-prepared MS-TiO2-3, MS-TiO2-7, and MS-TiO2-10 nanocomposites, respectively. The
TiO2 anatase phase is known to be the effective phase that provides antimicrobial efficacy.
Annealing the nanocomposites at 300 ◦C for a week resulted in a large increase in the
anatase amount, which greatly enhanced the nanocomposites’ antimicrobial efficacies as
tested against the E. coli bacteria in the 104 CFU/mL suspensions. However, annealing
TiO2 at 300 ◦C has been shown to produce different degrees of anatase crystallinity for
the samples prepared under different pH conditions [36]. Based on x-ray diffraction
peak intensities, Simonsen et al. [36] reported that the TiO2 sample prepared at a pH of
3 produced the greatest amount of anatase crystals, with their diffraction peak intensity
being 6.4 and 1.3 times higher than those of the samples prepared at a pH of 7 and
pH of 10, respectively. These results were consistent with the antimicrobial properties
of our MS-TiO2 nanocomposites prepared under the respective pH conditions. For the
nanocomposite prepared at a pH of 7, it can be seen that although the MIT98 was improved
to 65 min, it was still 15 min slower than that of the control sample. This was likely due to
the relative (1) small amount of TiO2 (5.6 wt.% Ti) incorporated into the nanocomposite
and (2) slow anatase conversion rate upon annealing [36]. Consequently, there was still
not enough anatase to generate the antimicrobial effect superior to that by UV radiation
alone. For the nanocomposites prepared under pH of 3 and 10 conditions, the MIT98
were greatly improved to 25 min, which became 25 min faster than that of the control
samples. Synthesizing the nanocomposite under a pH of 10 conditions gave the highest
TiO2 content (12.6 wt.% Ti), 2–5 times higher than those prepared under neutral and acidic
conditions. Subsequent annealing allowed a relatively large amount of anatase phase to
form that resulted in a significantly enhanced bactericidal effect on E. coli under a 365 nm
UV light. Although the synthetic condition of pH 3 incorporated the least amount of TiO2
(2.5 wt.% Ti) into the nanocomposite, its TiO2 crystalized easiest into the anatase phase [36],
leading to its evidently boosted antimicrobial effectiveness. Since the synthetic condition
of pH of 10 offered the optimal potential for incorporating the greatest amount of anatase
into the magnetic nanocomposites, all additional antimicrobial studies were based on the
samples prepared under a pH of 10.

The antimicrobial efficiency of MS-TiO2-10 as a function of the amount used was
further assessed based on MIT98 measurements using the annealed nanocomposite samples
containing 8.7 wt.% Ti and treating an E. coli suspension of 3× 104 CFU/mL under 365 nm UV
radiation. The results are shown in Table 3. Under the experimental conditions, the
365 nm UV light required 97 min to inhibit 98% of the E. coli in the suspension. It can be
seen that increasing the nanocomposite amount did not result in an increased antimicrobial
effect, which was once again largely attributed to the balance between the (1) shielding
and (2) anatase content effects. As the nanocomposite amount increased, so did both
the shielding and anatase content effects. However, while the latter decreased the MIT98,
the former increased it. When the shielding effect outweighed the anatase content effect,
the nanocomposite showed a longer MIT98, as illustrated in the case when 30 mg of the
nanocomposite was employed, which gave the MIT98 of 110 min, about 13 min longer
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than that of the control. On the other hand, when the anatase effect predominated, the
nanocomposite displayed a shorter MIT98, as in the case when 10 mg of the nanocomposite
was employed, which produced the MIT98 of 80 min, about 17 min shorter than that of
the control. It appeared that 1 mg of nanocomposite provided a condition allowing the
two effects to nearly offset each other and yielding a MIT98 of 93 min, similar to that of
365 nm UV light without the presence of the nanocomposite. Additionally, increasing the
amount of nanocomposite may also lead to increased particle aggregation due to combined
van der Waals and magnetic forces. Small MS-TiO2 nanoparticles with a large surface area
are favored since they are better dispersed, more effectively exposed to UV light, water,
and dissolved oxygen, and thus possess greater photocatalytic activities and bactericidal
potency [47]. An increased amount of magnetic nanocomposite particles would therefore
worsen aggregation, further undermining their effectiveness as biocides besides producing
an increased shielding effect.

Table 3. The antimicrobial efficiency of annealed MS-TiO2-10 (8.7 wt.% Ti) under 365 nm UV light
based on minimum inhibitory time MIT98 measurements for treating a 3 × 104 CFU/mL E. coli
suspension.

Trial
MIT98, min

Control 30 mg 10 mg 1 mg

1 90 100 80 90
2 110 110 70 90
3 90 120 90 100

Average 97 ± 9 110 ± 8 80 ± 8 93 ± 8

3.2.2. Reusability Tests

To be competitive in the water treatment market, in theory, the magnetic nanocom-
posites should be infinitely reusable. The oxidation of iron(II) ions in magnetite has been
mitigated with a silica coating on the particle. A unique characteristic of the TiO2 semi-
conductor is that it is regenerative. Every electron released from the valence band to the
conduction band is replaced by the environment around it. Therefore, all components
should be theoretically reusable and therefore “green” [48]. To verify the reusability of the
nanocomposite, a quantity of 5 mg of annealed MS-TiO2-10 containing 8.7 wt.% Ti was
repeatedly employed in treating 1 mL of 104 CFU/mL E. coli suspensions for three cycles.
Each treatment, under the 365 nm UV light exposure, was 21 min long, and 6 µL suspension
sampling was completed at 3 min intervals. After 21 min exposure and shaking, the E. coli
inactivation, induced by 365 nm UV light only, was found to be 70 ± 3%. The presence
of 5 mg of MS-TiO2-10 had increased the bactericidal rate to 88 ± 4%, demonstrating a
more than 25% improvement. The agar plate results for one control and one sample used
for three repeated treatments are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that, with a standard
deviation within ±2% (based on triplicate measurements) for the E. coli reduction rates,
the repeated use, up to three cycles, resulted in little change in the nanocomposite’ antimi-
crobial capability. The easy recoverability and excellent reusability potential of MS-TiO2-10
make the nanocomposite very attractive, especially in large-scale applications, since they
greatly reduce material cost and effectively minimize secondary pollution relating to the
disposal of used materials.
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Figure 7. Reusability was tested by repeating 21 min treatment of 104 CFU/mL E. coli culture
using 5 mg/mL of annealed MS-TiO2-10 (8.7 wt.% Ti) nanocomposite under 365 nm UV light. Agar
plate results of (a) the control without the nanocomposite, and (b) the 3 repeated treatment cycles
represented by R1, R2 and R3 with the nanocomposite. 1 = untreated, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 = after 3, 6, 9,
12, 15, 18, 21 min treatments.

3.2.3. Disinfection of Long Island Sound (LIS) Surface Water

The feasibility of employing MS-TiO2-10 nanocomposite for disinfecting Long Island
Sound (LIS) surface water was studied by performing the shaking test. The LIS surface
water was obtained at the Haque Basin inside the Little Neck Bay on a clear summer day
with a blazing sun, 24 August 2020 at 11:00 a.m. The colony counts of the LIS surface water
were found to vary with seasons, with the summer water containing the most abundant
cells and the winter water the least. The water sample obtained for this experiment was
estimated to contain 500–5000 CFU/mL, based on the bacterial counts on agar plates
incubated at 37 ◦C for 18 h. The colonies of cultivable microbes were shown to be of a
diversified nature with varied colors, shapes, sizes, and morphologies. Different types
of bacteria may exhibit different levels of susceptibility to the bactericidal effect of TiO2.
The LIS surface water had a pH of 7.98, turbidity of 0.0 NTU, and conductivity due to
total dissolved solids of 26,000 µS/m. According to “Save the Sound” [49], the dissolved
oxygen levels, chlorophyll a levels, Secchi Disk depth, and dissolved organic carbon levels
measured at the station located in the Little Neck Bay in 2019 were 2.6 mg/L, 15.08 µg/L,
1.13 m, and 2.16 mg/L, respectively. The averages of these values from 2008 to 2019
were 3.30 ± 0.54 mg/L, 10.07 ± 3.06 µg/L, 1.34 ± 0.19 mg/L, and 2.69 ± 0.38 mg/L,
respectively. The reduction of bacteria in 1 mL of LIS surface water following interaction
with a quantity of 5 mg of MS-Ti-10 (8.7 wt.% Ti), under the exposure of 365 nm UV light,
was investigated by inoculating the treated water samples on agar plates. A 12 µL sample
was drawn every 5 min for a total of 30 min to observe the reduction in colony count in
the treated water as a function of time. Duplicated agar plate results for treatment times
equaling 0, 20 min, 25 min, and 30 min are shown in Figure 8. After 30 min exposure to
the 365 nm UV radiation and shaking, without the presence of MS-TiO2-10, a reduction in
the bacteria count of the LIS surface water was not observed. This suggests that, unlike
the laboratory-grown E. coli, the 365 nm UV light had little bactericidal effects on these
surface water bacteria, “native” or “environmentally adapted” to sunlight or 365 nm UV
light. The solar UV that reaches the surface of the earth comprises wavelengths from 290 to
380 nm, which can be divided into two regions, UVA (380–320 nm, 8% of sunlight) and
UVB (320–290 nm, 0.4% of sunlight) [50]. Although only a few tenths of a percent, UVB is
recognized to be the most solar cell-damaging region. UVA is also shown to be responsible
for a portion of bacterial cell killing, which is supported by the reduction in E. coli counts
after their exposure to 365 nm UV radiation in this work. However, studies show that UVA
is also able to trigger bacteria’s adaptive regulatory response to sunlight, which induces
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several stress responses that help to protect against or repair cell damage [51,52]. It is not
surprising that surface water bacteria, previously living under the sun, possessed effective
mechanisms or were skillful at handling the damaging effects of and thus hardly affected
by the 365 nm UV radiation. On the other hand, the presence of 5 mg of MS-TiO2-10 during
the 30 min shaking under 365 nm UV radiation successfully produced a bacterial reduction
in the LIS surface water by 62±3% (based on triplicate measurements). This demonstrated
MS-TiO2-10′s exceptional bactericidal actions that were capable of overwhelming the
protective and repair strategies of these “well-customized” environmental bacteria, leading
to irreversible cell death. Our nanocomposite is therefore especially promising for being
applied to disinfect ballast water, which is typically surface-level water.
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Figure 8. Disinfection of Long Island Sound (LIS) surface water under 365 nm UV light (a) without
the presence of the nanocomposite and (b) with the presence of 5 mg/mL of annealed MS-TiO2-10
(8.7 wt.% Ti) nanocomposite. 1 = untreated, 2, 3, 4 = after 20, 25, and 30 min treatments.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have successfully synthesized a bifunctional magnetic MS-TiO2
antimicrobial nanocomposite via a three-step procedure under ambient conditions and
using only common equipment and chemicals. The amount of TiO2 incorporated into
the nanocomposite was found to be influenced by the reaction pH, increasing as pH
increased from 3 to 7 and 10. Under the alkaline condition of pH 10, the titanium content
was found to generally increase with increasing TIPP precursor to MS nanocomposite
ratio, from 10 ± 4 to 15 ± 4 wt.% Ti in this work, as estimated by the EDS measurements.
Annealing at 300 ◦C turned TiO2 from a mostly amorphous phase with a small amount of
anatase into a highly crystalline one with a high degree of anatase, an effective phase that
provided antimicrobial efficacy, as confirmed by HRTEM and XRD. Under a 365 nm UV
light exposure, a sample of 30 mg/mL of annealed MS-TiO2-10 prepared with pH 10 and
containing 12.6 wt.% Ti was shown to be able to eradicate more than 98% of a 104 CFU/mL
suspension of the laboratory-grown E. coli within 25 min, 25 min faster than the control
when the 365 nm UV light was employed alone. The bacteria reduction rate was found to
largely reflect the balance between the effects of (1) shielding by the black nanocomposite
particles and (2) anatase content. Although both effects would increase with increasing
nanocomposite amounts, the former reduced the bacterial reduction rate while the latter
enhanced it. Increased nanocomposite amount may also worsen particle aggregation,
reducing the surface area of anatase exposed to UV light, water, and dissolved oxygen,
further undermining their effectiveness as biocides. Additionally, the nanocomposite
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demonstrated excellent reusability potential by producing a consistent antimicrobial effect
against the model organism E. coli in 104 CFU/mL suspensions via repeated cycles up
to three times. Most importantly, the annealed MS-TiO2-10 nanocomposite in 5 mg/mL
concentration was able to disinfect a real surface water sample, collected at noon on
a sunny summer day and containing 500–5000 CFU/mL of different microbes. Under
a 365 nm UV light exposure, the nanocomposite produced a bacterial reduction in this
surface water sample by 62 ± 3% within 30 min, while the 365 nm UV light alone under
the same condition failed to generate a noticeable biocidal effect. The highly magnetic and
oxidation-resistant silica-coated magnetite cores (with a high saturation magnetization
value of 33 emu/g) enabled the nanocomposite’s easy recovery for repeated use, greatly
reducing material cost and the need to dispose of the used materials. Our future efforts will
be directed at investigating how the efficiencies of the MS-TiO2 nanocomposites compare
with bare TiO2, metal ion-doped TiO2, and metal ion-doped MS-TiO2 to better understand
and influence the electron–hole pair generation from TiO2 and the recombination of these
electrons and holes. We believe the magnetic TiO2-based nanocomposites reported here
will be promising in providing a feasible, safe, and eco-friendly route for inactivating
bacteria in water with a wide range of applications, including disinfecting ballast water.
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